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ProTecta Synthetic Engine Treatment 

What is ProTecta? ProTecta Engine Treatment is a new technology employing a unique synthetic formula that forms an 

"intermetallic compound" during the lubricating process, that improves lubrication and protects engine parts from wear. In 

addition, it contains other important additives such as anti-oxidants and detergents for improving motor oils change 

interval and cleanliness. Thus ProTecta not only treats the metal but fortifies the oil as well. 

 

Use with Complete Confidence and Peace of Mind. ProTecta's advanced formula is compatible with petroleum, mineral, 

and synthetic motor oils and oil additives. Perfect for new or older cars. Will not void new vehicle warranties. (See details 

of ProTecta's 8-Year/200,000 Mile Engine Warranty by clicking on the More Detail icon). Contains no chlorinated 

paraffins, PTFE resins, "moly" or graphite as in other engine treatments. 

 

 
 

ProTecta Engine Treatment is the most fortified product in the automotive line. It is a very concentrated formula for one-

time applications for your car or small truck. ProTecta Engine Treatment bonds to the metal for reduced wear, plus it 

contains additives to increase the drain interval, control deposits, protect against corrosion, protect under extreme heat 

and cold, and reduce wear. 

 

Use initially the entire bottle and then on future oil changes use ProTecta Engine Oil Booster. Oil analysis has shown that 

using these two products will reduce wear in your engine and extend engine life as well as increase drain intervals. This 

product is intended for all automotive applications and small trucks. For vehicles bigger than a ½ ton pickup etc. go to 

Gaszol for further information. 

 

Use entire bottle of ProTecta Engine Treatment in engine crankcase where you add your motor 

oil. Good for all vehicles that require 4-5 litres of motor oil. Refer to vehicle owner's manual if 

uncertain of motor oil quantity required. On larger vehicles. that require more than 5 litres of motor 

oil we recommend using GASZOL for gasoline engines and D-SOL for diesel engines. Call for 

technical assistance. 

 

On subsequent oil changes use ProTecta Engine Oil Booster, or you can continue to use the 

ProTecta Engine Treatment.  

BENEFITS: 

 Increases Horsepower 

 Improves acceleration and performance 

 Protects during engine start up 

 Extends Engine Life 

 Protects against thermal breakdown 



 

Question:  

How can you put a 200,000 mile warranty on my vehicle’s engine if I use ProTecta Engine Treatment? 
Answer: 
ProTecta not only bonds to the metal providing a sacrificial film of wear to protect your engines metals, but it fortifies the 

motor oil to improve cleanliness, contamination control, operating temperature improvement, and corrosion protection. 

Extensive oil analysis on fleets has shown that ProTecta Engine Treatment with ProTecta Engine Oil Booster on 

subsequent applications can save the engine more than 20% of its wear. This is why SFR can put a warranty on the 

engine for 200,000 miles. For actual warranty details please refer to the warranty document. 

 

 


